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Abstract. A new class of distributive partitioning sort algorithms i proposed, inwhich the number 
of subgroups in each distributing pass is determined by the key range rather than by the number 
of elements. It is proven that in various cases the time complexity is linear. 
1. Introduction 
In the past few years various fast distributive partioning sort algorithms have 
been published [1-6, 8, 10, 11, 13, 14]. In essence all are variations on the following 
principle: 
procedure sor t (F ) ;  
n := number of records of F; 
rain := minimum key value of F; 
max := maximum key value of F; 
if max = rain then exit 
else 
begin 
(,1: distribute the records into m new groups Gj*) 
i:=1; 
while i <~ n do 
begin 
arg := key value of record number i; 
if arg = max 
then begin j := m end 
else begin j := 1 + ent ie r (m(arg  - min) / (max - rain)) end; 
put record number i into group G~; 
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i:= i+1; 
end; 
endwhile; 
(*2: sort the records within the groups Gj*) 
j := l ;  
while j ~ m do begin sort(Gj); j :=j+ 1; end endwhile; 
end; 
end of procedure 
in the distribution step (step * 1.) the number of groups is determined. The customary 
approach for doing so is a choice in proportion to the number of records involved. 
However, we take another line by letting the number of groups depend on the range 
ran of the records, defined as: 
ran ::= max - min. 
Obviously, in successive distributing passes the ranges will become smaller and the 
number of groups to be created will gradually reduce accordingly. Now, it will be 
found useful to assume that the determining mechanism is a non-descending function 
f(ran) of the range ran. We assume the ratio ran/f (ran) to be non-descending also. 
In this paper a time-complexity analysis is presented for the class of algorithms 
based on a revised distribution mechanism, proceeding as follows: 
(1) For each individual record the number of steps, required for placing it in a 
subtile with range smaller than some constant rbound, is determined; 
(2) The number of steps from this moment onwards is determined; 
(3) The file of records is considered as a whole. 
In various cases the proposed range dependent procedure results in a time 
complexity that depends linearly on the number of records. This outcome may be 
compared to analogous results reported for group selection according the number 
of records itself [1-6, 8, 10, 11, 13, 14]. For a full comparison, however, details are 
somewhat scarce, since much depends on the implementation. 
2. The input file 
Naturally, some general assumptions have to be made. Firstly, let the file to be 
sorted contain n records, the key values of which are drawn independently from a 
distribution with probability density pn(x). Secondly, let the distribution functions 
Fn(x) be defined in the traditional way: 
F,,(x)::=f~ooP,(y)dy. 
Thirdly, we assume that the functions p.(x) have so-called compact support. 1 The 
1 Definition compact support: For each n there is a constant c such that P(IX] > c IX is a random 
variable with probability density function p.(x))= O. 
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only special requirement to be imposed will be that the distribution functions F,,(x) 
meet the following Lipschitz condition: 
IFn(x)-  Fn (y)l <~ l ip - Ix -y l /n ,  
where lip is an arbitrary constant independent of n. 
3. More definitions 
In order to simplify the formalism the following symbols will be used: 
rbound ::= 
#S "'- . . - -  
u(i, S) ::= 
u(S)  ..- . . - -  
ul(i, S) ::= 
( s )  -.- U 1 . . -  
(r )  ..-"- 
ud i, S) ::= 
a positive constant independent of n, 
number of records of $, 
number of distributing passes to which record i of S is 
subjected, 
maximum of {u(i, S)]i ~ [1, # S]}, 
number of distributing passes to which record i of S is 
subjected before it is placed in a subtile with range ~ rbound, 
maximum of {u~(i, S)[i ~ [1, # S]}, 
maximum of {u~(S) lrange(S) <~ r}, 
number of distributing passes to which record i of S is 
subjected from the moment it has been assigned to a subtile 
with range <~ rbound. 
These definitions apply to an arbitrary file S. For the characterization f S as a file 
with n records, the key values of which are independently drawn from distribution 
p,,(x), three further notations are used: 
v(i, n) ::= number of distributing passes to which record i is subjected, 
vl(i, n) ::= number of distributing passes to which record i is subjected 
before it is placed in a subtile with range ~< rbonnd, 
v2(i, n) ::= number of distributing passes to which record i is subjected 
from the moment it has been assigned to a subtile with range ~< 
rbound. 
Clearly these three stochastic values correspond with the empirical variables u, e.g. 
v(i, n) with u(i, S), etc. Now we define sup(n), a quantity which will turn out in 
our analysis being of importance: 
sup(n)::=supremum { c l P( IX  - YI > c IX  and Y independent random 
variables with probability function p,,(x)) > 0}. 
Since v~(i, n) <~ u~-(sup(n)), the following theorem is seen to hold: 
Theorem 1. v(i, n)<~u~(sup(n))+v2(i, n). 
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The analysis, which will lead to an upper bound for v(i, u), will proceed via a 
consideration of the two terms in the right-hand side of the inequality. 
4. Analysis of u'~(n) 
Lemma 2.1. u~(r)<~ 1+u-~(r/f(r)). 
Proof. Let S be an arbitrary file of records with range ran < r. If the minimum key 
value is rain, then the maximum key value equals rain + ran. In the first distribution 
pass all records are distributed into m =f(ran) groups ( f  defined as an arbitrary, 
non-descending function, see above). For an individual record with key value rain + x, 
the appropriate group Gj is found by substituting arg = rain + x into the formula: 
j = 1 + entier[f(ran) • (arg-  rain)/(max - min)]. 
Thus 
or  
j = 1 + entier[f(ran) • x/ran], 
j <~ 1 +f(ran)  • x/ran < j  + 1 
( j -  1)" ran/f(ran) <~ x < j .  ran/f(ran). 
By definition, records witl~ key value rain + ran have been assigned to group Gfo, o )- 
One concludes that the range o fG j  never exceeds ran / f  (ran). As a consequence a 
simple upper bound for ut(S) can be deduced: 
ul(S) <~ 1 + u~ (ran/f(ran)). 
Now we use our assumption that the expression ran / f  (ran) is a non-descending 
function of ran. From the definition u~(ran) then also will be a non-descending 
function. Combining these statements we conclude that for each file S with range 
ran <~ r: 
ul( S) <~ 1 + u~ (r/f( r) ). 
Because of the definition of u-~(r), 
u-~(r)<~l+u~(r/f(r)). [] 
Lemma 2.2. There exist constants c and ro, such that for each file of records with range 
ran  <~ ro, 
u~(ran) <~ c. 
Proof. The constants ro = rbonnd and c = 0 are seen to meet he requirements: if we 
have a file of records with ran ~< rbonnd, then for each record of this file the number 
of distributing passes experienced before it is part of a subtile with range ~< rbonnd 
equals 0 (trivial), and this implies u~(ran)= 0. [] 
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Now define w~(r) such that 
{lc+Wl(r/f(r)) for r> r0, 
wl(r) ::= for r ~< ro, 
with c and ro constants as expressed in Lemma 2.2. From this definition and the 
Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 the correctness of Theorem 2 follows. 
Theorem 2. u~(r) <~ wl(r). 
5. Analysis of v2(i, n) 
We start off with two trivial lemmas: 
Lemma 3.1. u( S) < # S. 
Proof. Let R be one of the records in S. After the first distributing pass R has been 
assigned to a new file containing at least one record less than S itself. Thus the 
number of distributing passes to which R is subjected will be ~< # S -1 .  Since R 
was chosen arbitrarily the lemma is proven. [] 
Preparing for the full analysis of l )2( i  ~ n), we introduce two new stochastic 
variablesmassuming a ain that we deal with a file of n records the key values of 
which are independently drawn from distribution pn(x): 
a(i, n) ::= rbound • entier(K/rbound), 
with K the key value of record number i, 
w2(i, n) ::-- number of records from S with key values 
[ a (i, n) - 2riband, a (i, n) + 2riband]. 
The following lemma is then easily proven: 
Lemma 3.2. v2( i, n) <- w2( i, n ). 
Proof. Let Q be the first subtile with range ~< rlmund, to which record number i has 
been assigned. Using Lemma 3.1 we get v2(i, n)<~ # Q. Because Q is a subset of 
the set of all records ~S with key values ~[a(i, n)-2r l~und, a(/, n) +2rl~und], we 
get #Q<~w2(i, n ). [] 
We will now prove (informally) three less obvious lemmas. 
Lemma 3.3. There exist constants c~ and c2, independent of i and of n, such that 
Expectation: Ew2( i, n) < c~; 
Variance: Var w2(i, n) < c2. 
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Proof. For the time being we assume that a (i, n) = a. We define Q as the set of all 
records from S with key values in the closed interval [a -2rbound,  a +2rbound], 
but no other records. 
To proceed from this situation it is useful to introduce further abbreviations: 
q ::= P(X  ~ [ a - 2rbound, a + 2rbound] JX randomly 
distributed, with probability density function: pn(x)) 
qj::=P( # Q = j+ 1), or more extensively, 
the probability that the number of records with a key value 
[a -2rbouud, a + 2rbound] out of n records with keys independently 
drawn with probability density p,(x)  equals j+  1, given that record 
i has a key value within [a -  2rbound, a + 2rbound]. 
These q's both depend on n. The second quantity can also be defined as an 
unconditional variable: 
qj::=P({number of records with key ~ [a -  2rbound, a + 2rbound] out of 
n -  1 records with keys independently drawn, pd: pn(x)} =j) .  
It is seen that qj represents a binomial distribution for n -  1 trials with probabil ity 
of success q. Because of this nature the following holds: 
Ew2( i ,n )=E #Q=Xqj ( l+ j )= l+Xjcb=l+q(n-1) ,  
J J 
Var w2(i, n) = Var # Q = Var( # Q - 1) = q(1 - q)(n - 1). 
Because of the Lipschitz condition for the distribution function Fn(x) it is possible 
to find an upper bound for q, as well as n-independent upper bounds for the 
expectation and variance of w2: 
q = F (a  + 2rbound) - F(a  - 2rbound) <~ 4lip- rbound/n, 
E w2(i, n) ~< 1 +4lip • rbound • (n - 1)In <~ 1 +4lip • rbound, 
Var w2(i, n) <~ q(n - 1) ~< 4lip • rbound • (n - 1)/n ~< 4lip • rbound. 
Thus the expectation and variance of w2(i, n) both have a value smaller than 
1 +4lip • rimund. Had we taken a(i, n) = a*, with a* another multiple of rlmund, we 
would have arrived at the same result. [] 
I.emma 3.4. There exists a constant c3, not dependent on i, j, n, such that 
Covariance: Cov(w2(i, n), w2(j, n))<~ c3/n. 
Proof. Let S again be a file of n records with key values drawn independently from 
a distribution with probability density function p~(x). For the time being we assume 
that a( i, n) = a and a(j, n) = b. Now two cases may arise 
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(1) the closed intervals [a - 2rbound, a + 2rbound] and [b - 2rbound, b + 2rbound] 
are not disjoint, and 
(2) they are. 
Case 1. Assuming that the intervals are not disjoint and that a +2rbound~ > 
b -  2rbound, we define 
ql ":= P(X  ~ [a - 2rbound, b - 2rbound) IX is a random variable with 
probability density function p, (x)), 
q2::=P(X ~ [b-2rbound,  a +2rbound] I X is a random variable with 
probability density function pn (x)), 
q3 ::= P (X  ~ (a + 2rbound, b + 2rbound] IX is a random variable with 
probability density function pn(x)), 
q4::=P(X P_ [a - 2rboOnd, b + 2rbound][ X is a random variable with 
probability density function p, (x)). 
Now it is possible to use the properties of the multinomial distribution. To see this 
we introduce the stochastic variables n~, n2, n3 and n4 as the frequencies of the 
events AI, A2, A3 and A4 in an experiment of n - 2 trials, with probability of outcome 
Ai equal to qi. Then it follows that 
Cov(w (i, 1), w:( j ,  n)) 
= Cov(nl + n2, hE+ ha) 
= Cov(nl, n2) + Cov(tll, ha) + Cov(n2, n3) + Var(n2). 
Since the values of n~, n2, n 3 and n4 actually observed can be considered being the 
outcome of an experiment with a multinomial distribution we get 
and thus 
Cov(n,, n s) < 0 for i ~j ,  
Cov(w2(i, n), w2(j, n)) < Var(n2). 
In the course of proving Lemma 3.3 we found an upper bound for the variance of 
w2(i, n), given a(i, n) = a. Analogously it can be proven that Var(n2) is also bound 
by some constant. One concludes: 
Cov(w:(i, n ), w (j, n ) ) < c. 
We would have arrived at the same result if we had taken a(i, n) = a* and a(A n) = 
b*, with a* and b* other multiples of rbound. Of course, this case includes the 
situation a(i, n)= a(j, n). 
Case 2. Now we assume the two intervals being disjoint. By a small modification 
of the reasoning for Case 1 we then get 
Cov(w2(i, n), w2(j, n ) ) < o. 
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Finally we combine the two cases in one upper bound for all situations. Only 
given that a (i, n) - a, the probability that the two intervals are not disjoint is smaller 
than the probability q* that record j has a key value in the range [a-Srbound, 
a + 5rbound]. In the same way as one found an upper bound for q in Lemma 3.3, 
the following inequality is derived: 
q* <~ lOlip • rbound • c/n. 
Using this expression we get the following upper bound for the covariance of 
interest: 
Cov(w2(i, n), w2(j, n))<~ q 'c+ (1 -q* ) .  0 
= q*c<~ lOiip, rbound- c/n. [] 
Lemma 3.5. There exists a constant c4, not dependent on n, such that 
Var(~ w2(i , n))<~nc4. 
Proof. Using Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 we conclude: 
Var(~w2(i ,  n))  =~Varw2( i ,n )+2 Y'. Cov(w2(i, n),w2(j, n)) 
• i< j  
<~ nc2 + 2 ~ c3/ n <~ nc2 + c3n. [] 
i< j  
Thus, from Lemmas 3.2, 3.3 and 3.5 follows: 
Theorem 3. There exist constants cl, c2 and c4, not dependent on i or n, such that 
v2(i, n)<~ w2(i, n), 
with w2(i, n) a stochastic variable such that 
Ew2(i, n,<~ cl, Var w2(i, n)<~ c2 and Var(~ w2(i, n)2~ <~ nc,. 
\ i  / 
6. Time complexi ty  
Let us assume that the time required for executing the distributing step in each 
pass of the algorithm is limited by some constant. Likewise the time spent on an 
individual record is limited. Defining the stochastic variable 
T(n) ::=time needed to sort a file of n records with key values independently 
drawn from a distribution with probability density function p,,(x), 
Theorems 1-3 may be reformulated as 
Theorem 4. There exist constants c5, c6 and c7, such that 
T( n ) <~ csnwl(sup( n ) ) + w2( n ), 
with E w2(n)<~ c6n, and Var w2(n) ~ < c7n. 
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Applying Chebyshev's inequality (for any e > 0, P( IX  - EX[ >>- e) <- (Var X) /e  2 
[7]) to T(n)  one arrives at 
Theorem 5. For any e > 0 the following holds: 
P (T (n)  - csnw,(sup( n ) ) - c6n >I en ) <~ cT/ ne 2. 
Theorems 4 and 5 hold if, after every distributing step, the main algorithm is 
applied recursively within each of the subgroups. They will continue doing so, even 
when a different sorting algorithm is used, from the moment he subgroups have 
reached ranges < rbound, provided the time complexity for operating on the sub- 
groups of size G is O((# G) 2) and the time spent on an individual record itself is 
O( # G). This is easy to see: in our original analysis of the algorithms we also used 
O(# G) as a crude upper bound for the time spent on an individual record, from 
the moment he subgroups had reached ranges < rbound. 
7. An example 
Let S be a file of n reals, independently drawn from a homogeneous distribution 
on [0, n2]. The distribution function is defined by: 
forx 0 
F.(x) = /n  2 for xe  [0, n2], 
for x > n 2, 
and meets the Lipschitzcondition. We assume in each distributing pass the number 
of groups m equalling ran, with ran the range of the records to be distributed (one 
can also say that the group determining function f ( ran)=ran for every pass). 
Additionally, we assume that each subtile with range ~< rbound = 2 is sorted by a 
straight insertion sort. If the time spent by individual records in the subsequent 
distributing passes is limited by some constant, input and algorithm do meet the 
conditions of Theorem 4. 
In this case wl(n) = 1+ wl (n / f (n ) )  = 1 + wl(1), implying that wl(n) is O(1). Thus 
T(n)  = O(n). 
Furthermore, Theorem 5 implies that there must exist a constant c such that 
P( T(n)  >I cn)=O(1 /n) .  
In fact the first distributing pass will assign all records to subtiles with ranges 
bounded by 1 or less, so that rlmnnd = 2 suffices. This means that the expected linear 
time complexity of the distributing step only has to be proven for the case that n 
records with range ran~<n 2 have to be distributed into ran groups. In [14] a 
distribution method is discussed that indeed meets this requirement. 
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8. Other distributions 
In the analysis of the previous ection the probability density function depends 
on n. Now consider the more general case of a stochastic variable X with distribution 
function F(x) and density function p(n) such that 
IF(x)- F(y)I <~ lip. Ix-  y]. 
The stochastic variable Y = X. n then meets the condition 
I Fn(x)  - Fn(y)l ~ l i p .  Ix- Yl/ n, 
with Fn(x)= F[x/n] as distribution function. From this we deduce that Theorems 
4 and 5 also hold for sorting a file of n records with key values independently drawn 
from a distribution with density function p(x), if the number of groups in each 
distribution step equals f(ran • n). 
9. Conclusion 
In a number of other situations the distributive partitioning sort algorithms also 
display a very good theoretical time complexity. If in all steps the number of groups 
is restricted to 2, one gets a variant of the well-known Quicksort algorithm of Hoare 
[9]. The performance of our sort method must then be compared with the fast 
Quicksort versions, such as described e.g. by Motzkin [12] and Sedgewick [15]. 
However, if in most distributing passes m is larger than 2, as it often will be, the 
theoretical time complexity will then also be better than in any Quicksort-type 
method. 
Finally, it seems likely that in a number of cases it would be useful to let m 
depend on a function of min(n, ran) or max(n, ran), with n and ran standing again 
for the number of records to be distributed and their key values, respectively. For 
this approach a theoretical time-complexity analysis would appear to be rather 
difficult, however. 
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